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Michael Pacholok Purchasing and Materials Management Division Jackie Kennedy
Chief Purchasing Officer City Hall, 8th Floor, West lower Acting Manager

100 Queen Street West Professional Services
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2N2

September 17, 2018
Posted in PDF (10 pages)

Addendum No. 3
Request for Proposal No. 9177-7 8-71 85

For: Detailed Design, Services During Construction and Post Construction for the
Fairbank Silverthorn Storm Trunk Sewer System

Revised Closing: 12:00 Noon (Local Time) on October 2, 2018

Please refer to the above Request for Proposal (REP) document in your possession and be
advised of the following:

I. REVISIONS

1. Refer to Section 5.4 PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES AND UNIT RATE ITEMS

Table 5-2 Unit Price Items during Design

Pressure Meter Testing (PMT) and PQ Sampling items have been split in three depth
ranges, 0-20m, 21 m-40m, 41 m-55m resulting in 4 additional items. Tn-axial Testing is
split in three different types [Unconsolidated Undrained (UU), Consolidated Undrained
(CU), Consolidated Drained (CD)], resulting in 2 additional items. Item descriptions,
quantities have also been edited and order is also changed from U43 to U51.

(Revised Table 5-2 attached)

Table 5-3 Unit Price Items during Construction (Materials Testing and Quality
Assurance)

Quantity and unit cost was missed in Table 5-3 for the item description “QA Cores — for
Pavement Density. Stratified random tests sites”. Also, there was no item number
assigned. Item No. U112 is revised/added in Table 5-3.

(Revised Table 5-3 attached)

2. Refer to Section 2.4 PROJECT MEETINGS

Section 2.4.1.3.d; Revised as below.
“Twelve (12) Half Day and Three (3) Full Day workshops for design discussion and
explanation and joint review exercise — for the project design/tender at key milestones.”

3. Refer to Section 2.8 GEOTECHNICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
AND REPORTS

Section 2.8.18.j; In addition to the existing description, include testing of aggressiveness
and corrosivity potential of soil samples.
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4. Refer to the Schedule of Event and be advised of the following:
Deadline for Questions (must be in writing): revised from September 18, 2018 to
September 21, 2018 at 12:00 noon (local Toronto time)
Deadline for issuance of Addenda: revised from September 24, 2018 to September 28,
2018 at 12:00 noon (local Toronto time)
Closing Deadline: revised from September 26, 2018 to October 2, 2018 at 12:00 noon
(local Toronto time)

II. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

01: Item 2.2.1.b.q on Page 13. This item requires preparation of legal survey plans.
Can the City please provide guidance on the extent of survey within private
property or is the intent to survey the right-of-way limit only?

Al: The legal survey is for the easement purpose. The survey shall include exact
dimensions of the land, location of any buildings and structures, fences, driveways,
adjacent roads, and all easements (right-of-ways) including the new requested
easement (right-of-way). The drawing shall be accurate and detailed so that the
easement can be registered.

02: Item 2.2.1.b.s on Page 13. Can the City be more specific on what ancillary work is
required? There is not enough detail in this item to allow scoping and pricing of
this item as part of the base scope of work.

A2: Other ancillary work can be any work which is not specifically captured in item 2.2.1 .b
but is required prior to issuing the construction tenders. Example of ancillary work can be
complying with Appendices and other REP sections, acquiring all permits and approvals,
completing essential investigations, coordinating with various stakeholders, and so on.

03: Table 3-2 on Page 60. The City has identified a Geotechnical and Hydrogeological
Lead in this table. Will the City accept two people to fill these roles — a
Geotechnical Lead and a Hydrogeological Lead? Please confirm that 15 years of
relevant experience is required for each position.

A3: The City will accept two leads instead of one. Fifteen (15) years of relevant experience is
preferred for each of the 2 positions.

04: Unlabelled Item in Table 5-3: “QA Cores — for Pavement Density. Stratified random
tests sites”. There is no quantity and until cost detail listed for this item in the
table. Can the City please clarify.

A4: See Revision 1.1.

05: Item U109 in Table 5-3: Allows for 400 hours of a Certified Technician’s time. Is
this to be considered onsite time only or both travel time and on site time? Can
the City please clarify.

A5: This is to be considered onsite time. Hourly rate shall include travel time, mileage, and
other expenses. Only onsite time shall be eligible for payment. Each visit shall be for
minimum 3 hours duration.

06: For Item 2.8.18, quite a few tests are required and some are expensive. How many
tests should we account for in each borehole? How many boreholes will require
rock coring? Would the City consider removing these tests from the borehole unit
rates and creating a separate item for these tests?

A6: Existing borehole and geotechnical information is provided. This shall be sufficient for
the consultant to estimate rock coring. The consultant can state in their proposal any
rock coring limitation if they wish. The consultant can also state in their proposal number
of tests estimated for each borehole. The number of tests shall increase with the depth
of the boreholes and unit rate for deeper boreholes shall account for more testing.
Ultimately, it is consultant’s responsibility and expertise to determine the number of tests2 of 10



required to prepare exceptional quality geotechnical and hydrogeological data reports
and base line reports as City does not want to have altered soil and ground condition
related claims during construction City believes, sufficient details are provided in section
2.8. Tests indicated in section 2.8.18 shall remain part of borehole unit rate.

07: Item 2.4.1.3.d on Page 27. Table 5-1 makes reference to 5 tenders (one for full-
scale lCD Installation, one for Main Storm Tunnel, and up to 3 for Local Storm
Sewers). This workshop item requires 72 half-day workshops and 3 full-day
workshops for each design/tender. Can you please confirm that the base scope of
work is to include for a total of 60 half-day workshops and 15 full-day workshops
for this item.

A7: See Revision No. 2.
Also, see A7 of Addendum 2 dated September 6, 2018. Consider 12 half-day workshops
and 3 full-day workshops under section 2.4.1 .3.d for the entire project instead of each
tender. Therefore, consider 24 workshops (21 half-day and 3 full-day) as base scope of
work under section 2.4.1 .3. Plan to manage within total number of workshops as per
above and workshops are to focus on major tenders.

08: Is vibration monitoring required to support settlement monitoring, or is there
additional vibration monitoring required?

A8: Vibration and settlement monitoring scope is clearly defined in Sections:2.2.1.b.w,
2.6.2.e.f, Table-C Vibration and noise support, Table-D Vibration and noise support,
2.10.3. The consultant shall also prepare vibration and settlement study for all properties
within zone of influence prior to issuing each construction tender in accordance with the
relevant appendices, and provide settlement monitoring final report at the end of
warranty period. Generally, consultant is responsible for establishing baselines for
vibration and settlement and therefore monitoring during design. Consultant shall
establish and use the same reference points and complete monitoring for each home to
prepare a final settlement report. For construction, consultant shall prepare high quality
monitoring specifications which shall be included in the construction tender. The role of
the consultant will include to review data and reports from the contractor and advise the
City and the Contractor of ongoing activities, for potential claims and corrective actions.

09: Consultation items listed in RFP 2.3.5.j appear to contradict Appendix Al L.5. Can
the City clarify which items in 2.3.5.j are required by the Consultant and which will
be completed by PCU?

A9: Section 2.3.5.j indicates, the Consultant shall develop a Project specific Public
Consultation Plan, be responsible for all activities, open houses, public and stakeholder
meetings, preparation of all materials such as documents, notices, newsletters, website
updates and maintain record of all public meetings. City does not see contradiction
between REP 2.3.5.j and Appendix A.1 L.5.

010: In Addendum No. 2, the City has requested unit rates for PMT testing and P0
coring. PMT testing requires mud rotary drilling which we don’t normally carry out
for SPT sampling. Can the depths where PMT testing is required be specified.
Also, the PQ coring method of drilling is different than the method used is SPT
sampling. Can the City specify the depths where the cores are required.

AlO: See Revision 1.1.

071: Considering the amount of deliverables required for this RFP and other large
proposals we are responding to for the City, we would like to respectfully request
a 3-week extension to the proposal submission deadline.

All: See Revision 1.4.
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012: Item U44 in Table 5-2 is for Tn-axial Testing. What type of tn-axial testing should
be priced for bidding purposes (there is a wide variation in cost depending on the
type of test)? Also, is one test in the pricing table considered one point at one
confining pressure or three points at three different confining pressures?
See Revision 1.1. The item number is changed to three items (U49 to U51). One test will
include three points at three different confining pressures

013: Given the sheer volume of technical documents (e.g., EA, CDR, Pre-Design,
Technical Review, Value Engineering, etc.) that proponents must familiarize
themselves with in order to properly understand the project, as well as the
number of tasks and deliverables which the City has requested to be priced by
proponents, a preparation period of five weeks is considered inadequate. We
respectfully request a four-week extension be granted to allow proponents
sufficient time to complete our due diligence and prepare comprehensive and
responsible proposals for this complex and significant project.

A13: See Revision 1.4.

Should you have any questions regarding this addendum contact Aimee Yang at
Aimee.Yancj @toronto.ca.

Please attach this addendum to your RFP document and be governed accordingly. Proponents
must acknowledge receipt of all addenda in their Proposal in the space provided on the
Proposal Submission Form as per Appendix A, Section 4 - Addenda of the RFP document. All
other aspects of the RFP remain the same.

Jackie Kennedy, M. Eng., P. Eng.
Acting Manager
Professional Services
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Table 5-2
Unit Price Items During Design
Revised Addendum No. 3(Septernberi7, 2018)

Geotechnical Investigation — Asphaltic Concrete Tests

Ui Asbestos Analysis including the complete preparation and 300 $ /Each $
analysis, such as extraction of washed samples, laboratory
tests, including all associated expenses (0. Reg. 278.05)

U2 Coring samples from asphalt flexible pavement or concrete 200 $ /Each $
composite pavement for asbestos investigation and analysis,
and backfill core holes with hot mix asphalt and compact with
hand held Marshall Compaction hammer.
Geotechnical and HydroG investigations

Ull Boreholes with less than or equal to 2.5m depth, including 15 $ /Each
investigations as per section 2.8.12 and 2.8.13 and specified
in Appendix A.2L.1 .4. Cost shall include all permits, traffic
control, disposal and restoration cost. Cost to include all soil
investigation, testing and analysis. All investigations shall be
detailed to prepare a high quality geotechnical,
hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate soils disposal
risk during construction. Consultant shall identify additional
required test and payment will be made through unit rates and
provisional allowances

U12 Boreholes greater than 2.5m and less than or equal to 5m 20 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances

U13 Boreholes greater than 5m and less than or equal to lOm 35 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances

U14 Boreholes greater than lOm and less than or equal to 15m 20 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.6.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances

U15 Boreholes greater than 15m and less than or equal to 20m 15 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances 5 of 10



# of
Items Units Unit Cost Cost ($)

(A) (B) (AxB)

‘u Boreholes greater than 20m and less than or equal to 30m 10 $ lEach $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances

U17 Boreholes greater than 30m and less than or equal to 40m 10 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances.

U18 Boreholes greater than 40m and less than or equal to 55m 8 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8.12 and
2.8.13 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all
soil investigation, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all
permits, traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Consultant shall identify
additional required test and payment will be made through unit
rates and provisional allowances prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
soils disposal risk during construction. Record t water
pressure.

U19 Install monitoring well up to and including 5 m depth, install 20 $ /Each $
instrumentation to accurately measure well level, complete
level monitoring once a month for up to a duration of 6
months, secure the well so that contractor can monitor level
during construction. Take water sample and complete analysis
through unit rate items. Measure water pressure. Complete
infiltration tests. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control,
and any restoration cost. All investigations shall be detailed to
prepare a high quality geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR
report and to mitigate water disposal and construction risks.

U20 Install monitoring well greater than 5m depth and less than or 20 $ /Each $
equal to lOm depth, install instrumentation to accurately
measure well level, complete level monitoring once a month
for up to a duration of 6 months, secure the well so that
contractor can monitor level during construction. Take water
sample and complete analysis through unit rate items.
Measure water pressure. Complete infiltration tests. Cost shall
include all permits, traffic control, and any restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
water disposal and construction risks.

U21 Install monitoring well greater than lOm depth and less than or 20 $ /Each $
equal to 20m depth, install instrumentation to accurately
measure well level, complete level monitoring once a month
for up to a duration of 6 months, secure the well so that
contractor can monitor level during construction. Take water
sample and complete analysis through unit rate items.
Measure water pressure. Complete infiltration tests. Cost shall
include all permits, traffic control, and any restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
water disposal and construction risks.

U22 Install monitoring well greater than 20m depth and less than or 12 $ /Each $

..%--
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equal to C....,. ......ith, install instrumentation to accurately
measure well level, complete level monitoring once a month
for up to a duration of 6 months, secure the well so that
contractor can monitor level during construction. Take water
sample and complete analysis through unit rate items.
Measure water pressure. Complete infiltration tests. Cost shall
include all permits, traffic control, and any restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
water disposal and construction risks.

U23 Install monitoring well greater than 30m depth and less than or 8 $ /Each $
equal to 40m depth, install instrumentation to accurately
measure well level, complete level monitoring once a month
for up to a duration of 6 months, secure the well so that
contractor can monitor level during construction. Take water
sample and complete analysis through unit rate items.
Measure water pressure. Complete infiltration tests. Cost shall
include all permits, traffic control, and any restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
water disposal and construction risks.

U24 Install monitoring well greater than 40m depth and less than or 8 $ /Each $
equal to 55m depth, install instrumentation to accurately
measure well level, complete level monitoring once a month
for up to a duration of 6 months, secure the well so that
contractor can monitor level during construction. Take water
sample and complete analysis through unit rate items.
Measure water pressure. Complete infiltration tests. Cost shall
include all permits, traffic control, and any restoration cost. All
investigations shall be detailed to prepare a high quality
geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate
water disposal and construction risks.

U25 For existing water wells constructed during EA and draft PDR LS $
and which are active, collect ground water samples and
monitor level for a duration of up to 6 months. Testing as per
unit rate items

Additional Soils Investigation If Required — Laboratory Chemical Testing

U26 Analysis of soil sample — PCBs (0. Reg. 558.00) 100 $ /Each $
U27 Analysis of soil sample —Total VOCIs, VOCII - BTEX & PHCs, 100 $ /Each $

PCBs, Electrical Conductivity as specified in (0. Reg.
1 53/51 1) and meeting sampling and test timeline requirements
and any other additional soil tests suggested by the
consultant.

U28 Standard Proctor test (ASTM D698) 100 $ /Each
Ground Watet Investigation — Sampling and Laboratory
Testing —

U29 Conduct ground water sampling and laboratory analysis for LS $ /Each $
existing wells constructed during the EA and draft PDR
(AECOM has prepared a technical recommendation with
identifying location of existing wells) to prepare the
hydrogeological report and GBR, and to determine discharge
location and treatment

U30 Ground water sampling and laboratory analysis for new wells 300 $ /Each $
to prepare the hydrogeological report and GBR, and to
determine discharge location and treatment

U31 Pumping Test, slug test and any other tests to accurately LS for the $
determine dewatering volumes and to prepare an exceptional entire
hydrogeological report and a GBR. Including installation, project
operation, discharging, all permits and approvals to conduct
the test.

SUE Quality Level A - Daylighting

U32 Mobilization, permits/approvals for SUE, traffic control, 1 lump
$_____________ $

coordination and all other costs Reports and incorporation in to sum
design for all SUE work 7 of 10
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U34 Test pit, including use of Hydro Vacuum Truck as required, 125 $ /Each $

between 2.0 and 3.0 m max depth in a soft surface including
backfill with U fill

U35 Test pit, including use of Hydro Vacuum Truck as required, 60 $ /Each $
between 3.0 and 4.0 m max depth in a soft surface including
backfill with U fill

U36 Test pit, including use of Hydro Vacuum Truck as required, 30 $ /Each $
between 4.0 and 6.0 m max depth in a soft surface including
backfill with U till

U37 Additional unit cost for test pit in concrete and asphalt surface 150 $ /Each $
including restoration with high strength concrete repair mix and
asphalt

I&i investigations and CCTV

U38 Dye testing to trace extraneous inflow sources. Priced based 500 $ /Each $
on number of individual test locations sufficient to identify
location as an extraneous flow source

U39 Smoke testing to find downspouts, cross connections. Price for
smoke test including all material, labour and documenting
results and notifications.(payment including plugging, isolating 4,000 m Per meter of $
sewers for test and identifying issues with laterals within the mainline
test area). Include cost of notice preparation and distribution

U40 CCTV inspection and coordinates of sewer laterals to $ /km of $
determine if the sewer lateral will be in conflict with the new CCTV (any
local storm sewer including coordinates, database and GlS (if 3.5 km combined!
required to confirm if laterals are in conflict. Assume inspection sanitary sewers
of homes on only one side of street is required). in the study area)

U41 Install, calibrate, maintain and remove flow monitor including 15 $ /Each $
data collection and providing data through web for a 12 month
duration if required for any combined sewer within the project
area.

U42 Additional hydraulic modeling of the system under different 4 $ /Each $
rainfall scenarios as directed by the City

U43 Pressure Meter Testing (PMT) with less than or equal to 20m 8 $ /Each $
depth, 1 set consists of 3 tests, including investigations as per Set
section 2.8 and specified in Appendix A.2L.1 .4. Cost to include
all soil investigation, drilling including specialized equipment
and process such as mud rotary drilling, testing and analysis.
Cost shall include all permits, traffic control, disposal and
restoration cost. All investigations shall be detailed to prepare
a high quality geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR report
and to mitigate soils disposal risk during construction.

U44 Pressure Meter Testing (PMT) greater than 20m and less than 5 $ /Each $
or equal to 40m depth, 1 set consists of 3 tests, including Set
investigations as per section 2.8 and specified in Appendix
A.2L.1 .4. Cost to include all soil investigation, drilling including
specialized equipment and process such as mud rotary
drilling, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all permits,
traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All investigations
shall be detailed to prepare a high quality geotechnical,
hydrogeological and GSR report and to mitigate soils disposal
risk during construction.

U45 Pressure Meter Testing (PMT) greater than 40m and less than 2 $ /Each $
or equal to 55m depth, 1 set consists of 3 tests, including Set
investigations as per section 2.8 and specified in Appendix
A.2L.1 .4. Cost to include all soil investigation, drilling including
specialized equipment and process such as mud rotary
drilling, testing and analysis. Cost shall include all permits,
traffic control, disposal and restoration cost. All investigations
shall be detailed to prepare a high quality geotechnical,
hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate soils disposal
risk during construction.

U46 P0 Sampling, with less than or equal to 20m depth, including 5 $ /Each $
investigations as per section 2.8 and specified in Appendix

Test pit, inck - use of Hydro Vacuum Truck as required,
to 2.0 m max deoth in a soft surface includina backfill with U fill
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A.2L.1.4. UcJ to include all soil investigation, use ot
specialized equipment and/or process for drilling, testing and
analysis. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control, disposal
and restoration cost. All investigations shall be detailed to
prepare a high quality geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR
reoort and to mitiaate soils disDosal risk durina construction.

U47 PQ Sampling, greater than 2Cm and less than or equal to 4Cm 4 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8 and specified
in Appendix A.2L.1 .4. Cost to include all soil investigation, use
of specialized equipment and/or process for drilling, testing
and analysis. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control,
disposal and restoration cost. All investigations shall be
detailed to prepare a high quality geotechnical,
hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate soils disposal
risk during construction.

U48 PQ Sampling, greater than 4Cm and less than or equal to 55m 2 $ /Each $
depth, including investigations as per section 2.8 and specified
in Appendix A.2L.1 .4. Cost to include all soil investigation, use
of specialized equipment and/or process for drilling, testing
and analysis. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control,
disposal and restoration cost. All investigations shall be
detailed to prepare a high quality geotechnical,
hydrogeological and GBR report and to mitigate soils disposal
risk during construction.

U49 Tn-axial Testing, Unconsolidated Undrained (UU), including 7 $ /Each $
investigations as per section 2.8 and specified in Appendix
A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all soil investigation, testing and
analysis. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control, disposal
and restoration cost. All investigations shall be detailed to
prepare a high quality geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR
report and to mitigate soils disposal risk during construction.

U50 Tn-axial Testing, Consolidated Undrained (CU), including 2 $ /Each $
investigations as per section 2.8 and specified in Appendix
A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all soil investigation, testing and
analysis. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control, disposal
and restoration cost. All investigations shall be detailed to
prepare a high quality geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR
report and to mitigate soils disposal risk during construction.

U51 Tn-axial Testing, Consolidated Drained (CD), including 2 $ /Each $
investigations as per section 2.8 and specified in Appendix
A.2L.1.4. Cost to include all soil investigation, testing and
analysis. Cost shall include all permits, traffic control, disposal
and restoration cost. All investigations shall be detailed to
prepare a high quality geotechnical, hydrogeological and GBR
report and to mitigate soils disposal risk during construction.

Total for Table 5-2
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Table 5-3
Unit Price Items During Construction (Materials Testing and Quality Assurance)
Revised Addendum No. 3 (September 17, 2018)

# of Units Unit Cost Cost ($)
Items

(A) (B) (AxB)

Asphalt testing

Superpave, marshall or expanded asphalt mix design and
review and comment all mix types 100 $ /Each $

U102 Full Compliance Check with including TSR as per AASHTO T
283, 3 briquettes, including 2 hour preliminary and 4-hour final
email/telephone reporting, on-site sample pick and travelling
expenses TS 1151 and other superpave specifications

200 $ /Each $

U103 Extraction and gradation compliance check of washed samples,
including 2-hr preliminary and 4-hr final email/telephone 200 $ /Each

reporting, on-site sample pick up and travelling expenses TS
1 150 and other superpave specifications

U104 Performance Graded Asphalt Cement (PGAC) Test - TS1 101
40 $ /Each $

Ui 05 Expanded Asphalt Test, including on-site sample pickup and
travelling expenses, laboratory curing and test, final reporting 40 $ /Each

(OPSS 331 and 335)

Concrete and other testing -
- -

U106 Compressive strength tests (CSA A23.2) pf 6” x 12° cylinders,
including supply of moulds, cover bags, receipt of cylinders, 400 $ /Each $
laboratory curing, testing, on-site sample pick up and travelling
expenses and reporting. 3 cylinders per set of test (TS1350)

U107 Concrete mix design review and comments, all mix types
40 $ /Each $

U108 Field Air entrainment and slump tests on fresh concrete and
casting a set of 3 cylinders by a certified civil engineering 400 $ /Each $
technician for compressive strength tests. Price to include
mileage and other expenses (TS 1350)

U109 Field compaction control tests on soil and granular bed or
foundation and asphalt by a Certified Civil Engineering 400 $ /hr $
Technician using nuclear equipment Price to include mileage
and other expenses (TS 501)

UllO Coring samples from flexible (backfill with hot mix asphalt) or
concrete composite pavement, curb, sidewalk, for investigation 50 $ /Each $
and refill hole with 1:3 cement sand mortar following standard
practise

Ui 11 Civil engineering technician trip to collect samples (collect
samples from locations outside project limits such as asphalt 25 $ /Trips $
plant, segmental liner plant etc. Trip for collecting samples from
the project area is base scope and such cost shall be included in
appropriate test item. No additional payment for mileage, staff
and disbursement shall be made for trips within project area),
including mileage within GTA and within 50km of GTA. A trip will
include up to 4hrs of time.

Ui 12 QA Cores — for Pavement Density. Stratified random tests sites.
Cost shall include all permits, traffic control, fieldwork, and 50 $ /Each $
sample pickup, travelling expanses, any restoration, testing and
reporting.

Total For Table 5-3 $
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